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Case study describing the process that went behind
creating my personal portfolio over the duration of a
few months. Similar to other projects that I’ve created
in the past, this was a one man project that I’ve handled from start to ﬁnish, handling everything with the
sole exception of the php side of wordpress development which was done by someone else, the front-end
being done by me and in the end reaching around
1500 lines of CSS.
Besides that everything from initial planning, to
market research, to portfolio overhaul, to seo strategy
and so on was done by me. In order to keep it relevant
to UX I didn’t include the full SEO strategy, branding,
portfolio overhaul, marketing strategy, blog design and
so on due to them taking too much space.
UX UI Process Length: 2-3 Months
Software: Photoshop, Illustrator
URL: http://builtbyg.com

Market Research Conclusions:
Being familiar with the industry I already had a deep understanding of the market and its requirement so the whole process went
quite fast, I’ve started researching each niche that I was targeting
and here are the conclusions:

4-10
average projects
displayed in a
portfolio

API
3-4
UX case studies

some cases of
unintuitive
website
navigation

- I looked at the way the projects are presented,
the number of projects displayed, content
placement, ease of use and interactions
- the research concluded that there was a growing trend in the industry to display their work
directly from a website like dribbble or behance
using their API.
- ux designers usually had around 3-4 projects
displayed with a low to medium detailing level,
only a few companies had really in depth studies
showcasing their research and though process
- some ux designers went overboard by incorporating advanced interaction principles, forgetting the fact that their client base might have
trouble with it thus affecting their website efﬁciency

PDF

- young architects were usually using PDF
portfolios and companies were focused more
on the buildings visual side and only in rare
cases presenting actual building plans.

GRID

- most websites used a grid layout placed
either at the top or below the fold

BLOGS

- blogs were popular only in the web
design niche,in other niches being
quite rare

- some ux designers were exploring multi directional navigation, making it hard to navigate and understand which is project a ,
which is project b...is this related to project A
or maybe project B

GHOST

- ghost buttons also known as outline
buttons were quite popular and most
designers mentioned their location

LIGHT

- most websites used a light colored
scheme with a minimalistic or ﬂat
design look

BASED LAYOUT

CONFUSING
NAVIGATION

MULTI

PAGE

- there were only a few cases of sliders being
utilized and most websites used a standard
multi page page layout

CV

- only a few had their resume displayed
or offered a download-able PDF with their
work samples

WEBSITE

EXPERIENCE

- only a few displayed awards, testimonials or
clients they've worked with

ICONS

BUTTONS

BACKGROUND

- heavy use of icons either for navigation or to display their services

TIME

- page load times were fast due to using
a traditional website structure that
involved multiple pages

NO

- page load times were fast due to using
a traditional website structure that
involved multiple pages

PAGE LOAD

ANIMATIONS
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Trafﬁc Sources Breakdown

Identifying the users groups and their goals

USER PERSONAS

Doing a trafﬁc source breakdown helped identify where the users are
coming from and thus provide the initial layer for understanding their
behaviors & patterns as well as see which were a one time deal and
which were a constant source of trafﬁc, thus identifying which are the
main users and which are seasonal users.

Since I’m a multidisciplinary designer I knew that I wanted to
pursue three niches: UX, WEB & Graphic Design thus three
user groups were identiﬁed who would visit my website.

The Designer

Other Designers

Companies or
Potential Clients

Recruiters &
Hiring Companies

Goal: view my portfolio for
reference and asses my
skills for a potential collaboration agreement or asses
my skills if they are asked by
a hiring manager.

Goal: companies or clients with their goal to
hire a freelance designer

Goal: to ﬁnd out more about me
and my experience, asses my previous experience and work and would
appreciate a PDF portfolio as a way
to save it in their database or to
showcase it to a person in a lead
role.

Interested in:
- project description &
quantity
- visual presentation
- quality of work
- awards and clients

Interested in:
- quality of work
- years of experience
- past clients & brands
- visual design style
- testimonials or brands
- project similarity

Interested in:
- resume or cv
- years of experience
- set of skills ,software
- work samples & style
- testimonials or brands
- awards & certiﬁcations

Appreciate:
- detailed project information to asses my experience

Appreciate:
- download-able resume
- PDF portfolio samples
- concise information

Contact chance:
50% chance of contact

Contact chance:
50% chance of contact

GRID

BASED LAYOUT

Daily Trafﬁc

Weekly Trafﬁc

ORGANIC
SEARCH

DIRECT

Weekly Trafﬁc

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

Main Sources
these websites
would provide a
constant trafﬁc
source

THE WEBSITE

OTHER WEBSITES
these websites would provide a huge initial website
trafﬁc and slowdown as
the weeks passed, providing SEO beneﬁts rather
then a solid trafﬁc source

DESIGN
BLOGS
Monthly Trafﬁc
when I write a guest post
or get featured as part of
an article

ONLINE
GALLERIES
Monthly Trafﬁc
when I upload new work
and when I get featured
or list my website on an
online gallery

CONTENT
SHARING
PLATFORMS

Weekly Trafﬁc
when I write a new
blog post

Appreciate:
- social proﬁles or making of
videos or maybe a blog
Contact:
slight chance of contact
since most designers usually
only look at other peoples
work for inspiration or to
study their work. Higher
chance of liking a facebook
page or sharing an article

Spends their time browsing websites, reading news & techniques
while also designing stuff on a day to day basis.
Enjoys seeing how things have been built or something that is unique
He is looking for inspiration or to learn something new.

The Recruiter & Hiring Manager
Spends their time browsing Linked-in, social networks, online galleries, job posting websites or searching for speciﬁc keywords while contacting creative talent based on a brief provided by the company or one
that was written by them.
Enjoys having clear information in order to see if that person matches
the job description while also having the option to dive deep to see if
that person has enough experience by reading about them, reading
project information and seeing their work samples.
He is looking for proof of the candidates experience that is related to
the job they are currently recruiting for.

The Client:
Spends their time partially off-line with the internet being used to
socialize, watch movies, shopping or ﬁnding a piece of information via
Google.
What he will enjoy
enj is seeing the process that goes behind a design as a
way to asses the designers knowledge & skill, as well as other designs
that come close to what he’s looking for in term of complexity or visual
style.
He is looking for a designer that has experience creating a design
somehow similar to their current niche which looks good and might
have a visual style that comes close to what he’s looking for.
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Setting the goals

Mobile or not:

The Assesment:

Before the wire-frames and visual design is started, I needed
to setup to goals in order to come up with a design that will
met these goals.

Part of designing a user centric design was to understand if it
was worth spending time designing a mobile version of the
site or not.

by launching my website early using a soft launch
strategy I was able to asses if the asumptions
mentioned above were true or not.

The Main Goals:
1. Make it really easy to navigate the
website without breaking down or
fragmenting the information that I will
provide, in order to keep users engaged.
2. Showcase the experience that I gained
during the years.

3. Make users get an overall feel of my
work quality and variety as a multidisciplinary designer.

4. Increase the chance of a visitor to
contact me.

5. Increase the chance of a visitor to
share the page.

Achieved: by using a single page website structure,
this way the users won’t have to search for the information on multiple pages thus having to take a break
between page loads.
Achieved by identifying key information about me
and displaying them both in a text format and a
visual format, this way users will get the overall experience feel by simply looking at the headings and
images cause a picture is worth a thousand words.
Achieved by using large images so people could see
some details before opening a project, knowing that
nobody will view all my projects since some people
don’t have the time, by using large images users
would get an initial feel of the variety and quality of
my work by simply viewing the grid.
Achieved by reworking my entire portfolio from a
visual point of view, as well as provide in-depth project descriptions & case studies, listing clients that I
worked with and using a blog to share my knowledge while using css animations to keep users engaged to they would reach the end of the pag
Achieved by redirecting users to the blog and
focusing on them to share the piece of content
that’s mentioned there.

Initial assumptions

DESIGNERS

Designers use mobile
phones to read news on
the go, seek online galleries for inspiration, check
social network activity
They would most likely
come across my website
via an article or seeing my
webstite featured in a
gallery. Thus there was a
slight chance they could
use a phone, however
these were rare ocasions
th
since my website won’t
be featured each week.

RECRUITERS
& COMPANIES

Recruiters would most likely use
desktop or laptops due to being at
work when they are looking for a designer and thus having easy acces to
one thus more likely using it the
browsing on a tablet or phone
Companies would most likely show
my portfolio to the lead designer or
hiring manager on either a tablet or
desktop, laptop making it really unlikely to show my website on a
phone.

COMPANIES
OR CLIENTS

Clients when searching
for a designer would
most likely come across
my website via organic
search by using keywords
like work, hiring, portfolio in their google search
querry. There are small
chances of searching for
these querries from their
cellphone which is used
when you’re on the road,
waiting for the train,
riding the metro,etc, thus
it’s less likely to happen.

Thus based on the information provided by Google
analytics & Google web-master tools it was clear that
my goal was to focus on tablets, desktops and laptops
for my website. The data was collected after 2000
unique visitors visited my website during the soft
launch from multiple niches and websites as a way to
get a broader sense of my targeted niches.

Targeted users were between 25-34 years old

+2000 UNIQUE
VISITORS

- 85% being male
- 15% being female

Browsers:
website users were using these browsers

Chrome 63%

Firefox 16%

Safari 11%

Google analytics showcased that
only roughly 7% of the total users
were using mobile and tablets,
more precisely only 4.90% of
users were using iOS and only
2.38% were using Android.
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Multi-Page

Choosing a page structure

A website build around a single page would be
hard to optimize for seo , due to being a
multidisciplinary designer.

Having all the data and thus having a comprehensive understanding about the users and what I’m trying to achieve it
was time to select a layout that will help achieve my goals.

Single Page

GRID

A website build around a single page
would be hard to optimize for seo , due
to being a multidisciplinary designer.

BASED LAYOUT

Pros:
- keeps users engaged
- offers complete information
- no loadings besides the initial one
Cons:
- difﬁcult to optimize for seo due to me
being a multidisciplinary designer and
thus it would require a lot of keywords
that might penalize it
- displaying all my project images would
result in a horrible user experience
since it would involve a lot of scrolling
due to having over 80 images.
- can’t display high resolution images
due to the page loading extremely slow

Pros:
- SEO friendly
- fast loading times
- no loadings besides the initial one
Cons:
- breaks user engagement by having them to look
up information on multiple pages by going back
and forth between pages thus affecting the overall UX and offering a fragmented analysis of that
persons skill.

The solution: Hybrid
I went with a hybrid approach, a single main page
that would contain all the info about me as well
as a contact form and social proﬁles.
The only others pages were my portfolio projects for SEO purposes as well as to be able to
provide a lot more information about certain
projects as well as videos, since my goal was to
showcase my experience in these niches, in a
nut-shell ﬁx the things listed as cons which were
mentioned at the Single Page website structure.

Choosing a Website Navigation Style
When choosing the website navigation, I had to choose either a
horizontal, vertical or multi-directional navigation.
Multi-directional:
- although really visual appealing, in some cases can provide
sickness & dizziness, due to the page moving and sliding in all directions and since I was planning on having a lot of content that
will be read, this was dropped.
Horizontal navigation:
- having an horizontal website is intriguing,
however due to having a lot of content this wasn’t suiting my
needs since all the content would be required to be hidden
under tabs and buttons that will provide extra interactions that
the user won’t expect.
Vertical navigation:
- best one that ﬁts my needs without risking that content will
not being displayed correctly on tablets or older browsers.
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Logo

Menu

One of the Wireframe Sketches

Page Sections Order & Quick Notes

Since I had total freedom due to it
being my website, I went with a
traditional route, sketching low
ﬁdelity wireframes of different
areas and modules, exploring
different approaches.

In order to make the user experience more enjoyable I had to identify the order of the page sections so it would
make sense and build momentum, while also identifying some key elements that will be present on each section

H1 & H2
CTA
Awards
H3

Achievements
H3
Skill Bars
H3
Services
H3

Identifying the main areas
The initial step involved laying out all the
areas of the website, since I choose a hybrid
website page structure, this step involved all
the sections the main homepage would have.

Nav arrows
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Browser UI
H3
Projects

Marketing
Message
Contact
Form

Share

Deﬁning the initial
Homepage Sections
1. Experience
2. Brand logos & awards
3. Skills
4. Services
5. Skill list
6. Portfolio
7. Share Page
8. Contact
9. Download Resume
10. Download Portfolio

Warm tone of voice, makes it feal more friendly
and less intimidating, resulting in a higher chance to
convert.
BASED LAYOUT

Short description about me with logos & location,
placed at the top as a way to build trust & social proof.

A different and personal approach to a Red Route Analysis in which
each user group assigns a number to a section based on how important
it is for them. You then sum up the numbers and ﬁnd out which column
has the lowest score is the most important one and which one has the
highest score, thus making it less important.

Further increases brand trust & brand value
SECTIONS
USERS

Let’s users see my wide variety of skills & the fact that
I’m passionate and love what I do while also being a
fast learner
Helps users see how I can help them and what are my
strengths.

SKILLS

WORK

BLOG

ABOUT

AWARDS

PDF

RECRUITERS

CLIENTS

DESIGNER

Grid style with large images as a way to give them a
sense of the quality and variety of my work.
Placed after the portfolio, so they can asses my skills
before contacting me.

Link to the blog as a way to convert the trafﬁc that is
just stopping by to check out my portfolio.
Placed here as a way to get them an idea of the work
that went behind some of my projects, so when they
see it they will already have an idea of how it was done.

This helped set out the value of each section as perceived by the user
groups, thus I could identify which sections were more important then
other and start tweaking them from there according to marketing &
conversion strategies.
One of the ﬁnal section orders which you can see on the left, which
upon A/B testing was further reﬁned since things like number of
images in the portfolio, scroll time till the projects and other factors
could be tested only on the live version.
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Wesite Flow & User Journey
Part of creating a good user experience is understanding how
users enter your page and where they could go, as well as the
interactions and experiences that they might encounter
during the way.
Website
Entry 1

LEAVES
WEBSITE
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GOES TO
THE BLOG

Website
Flow & Journey

Some sections of the homepage use a ﬁxed background image, achieved via CSS & HTML, this helps
users better differentiate the areas , while keeping
them intrigued to see what’s below, thus ensuring
the user keeps scrolling and he actually reaches the
portfolio area or contact form.

An initial ﬂow of
the users journey
once they arrive on
the homepage.

LEAVES
WEBSITE

Reads Info

1.
2.
Clicks
ON PROJECT

UX wireframe
image (before)
CONTACT

Reaches the end of the page where
HE CLICKS ON OTHER PROJECTS

DESIGN A

SCROLLING

5.

Final Visual design
image (after)

Website
Entry 2

Views
OTHER
PROJECT
Clicks
ON CONTACT
IN THE HEADER

DESIGN B

User arrives
on the BLOG

Looks
AT THE PROJECT

4.

Fixed
background
image
views
articles

User Scrolls

3.

DESIGN A

views
PROJECTS

User arrives on
the WEBSITE

Transition between two sections
when the user scrolls

DESIGN B

7.

6.

Redirected
TO HOMEPAGE
CONTACT FORM

8.
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The Low Fidelity Homepage Wireframe

Services & Awards Section

Since it was a simple website with only a homepage and a
content page, the approach was different then with a typical
web app. I’ve split the homepage into multiple sections and
designed each section individually.

Exploring different ways to display the services or awards I offered on my
website. In the end I went with a the fourth grid approach as a way to keep
the length of each list item the same and avoid having certain lists look a lot
bigger. Choosing this approach also helped give it a more book like feeling
when browsing the webpage, keeping the vertical scrolling consistency.

Header with
full screen background

GRID APPROACH

Headline

4 Column list with text below

Icons

Side nav

Text

Two Column List with text on the side

Experience
Single list with multiple horizontal
text ﬁelds - Final

Slider list

Testimonials

Achievements

Quick before/after
slider showcasing
work

FULL WIDTH APPROACH

Headline

Text Rotating Image
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One of the more prominent areas of the homepage which
would host my thirty projects, with other projects being
added at a later date.
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Project Title: displayed as a way to give the user an idea of what the project is about
or who was it for, while also helping with SEO

Elements chosen to be displayed:

Category: in order to avoid confusion and get a sense of what type of work is inside, a
category was needed to be displayed. This ensured users would see what type of service and how complex the project is before opening it, since a complex project that involved everything from branding to online marketing, would have a lot of tags.

Other elements:
Number of views, Likes, Shares, Comments, were also other factors that were taken
into consideration however this would clutter the mouse over state and affect the click
through rate.

Image

Black
Image
Overlay

Besides that everything from initial planning, to
market research, to portfolio overhaul, to seo strategy
and so on was done by me. In order to keep it relevant
to UX I didn’t include the full SEO strategy, branding,
portfolio overhaul, marketing strategy, blog design and
so on due to them taking too much space.

Project
Title

Things taken into consideration:
- using big images helps user get a better look at the projects, seeing details
without the need to struggle to see something, thus avoiding to need to come closer to the screen,
while also giving a better feel of the overall quality that I offer.
- grouping the images into projects rather then displaying each of them, helped reduce the scroll
needed to reach the bottom of the page and thus reach the contact form, achieving my goal. This
also made
it less
intimidating and more easy to understand what type of work I’ve done in the past
BASED
LAYOUT
and it’s variety.

GRID

- as a way to increase user perception and usability, the projects were arranged by their niche, at
the top having web related projects, middle being graphic design and at the end architecture visualization. Their order was selected based on the niches that I would focus my marketing strategies
the most . This way the need for a sort button disappeared ,encouraging users to explore as well as
give them a greater sense of my experience and versatility.
- providing a grid based feed to my dribbble account helped see users on what I'm working on and
it helped me display work without the need to create a project each time plus some projects involved a single image thus the need to create a
separate project isn't justiﬁed

Corner icons
were used
to make the
more detailed
ones stand out,
increasing
click through
rate

Main niche
at the top
Secondary
niche at the
middle
Third niche
at the bottom
Projects Ordered by niche

- choosing to display my work samples in a real environment like a laptop for website & ux designs,
a frame for artwork ,etc helps users understand easily what the project category is, without having
to mouse over the image and check their name or category

Category
CTA

UX UI Process Length: 2-3 Months
Software: Photoshop, Illustrator
URL: http://builtbyg.com

Normal State

Hover State

Work Samples delivered in a real environment
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Achievements & Skills Section
Similar with the other areas I’ve tried multiple approaches
and gather feedback regarding each one.

Skills Section
Part of experimenting with the skills section involved listing the software I’m experienced with as progress bars, full width grid icons or sliders. Icons where also something that I’ve experimented with, diamond, square and circle shapes that would display the number of hours spent with that speciﬁc software.
In the end I went with a double row
grid based layout, that displays six
items on a row, thus avoiding users
getting overwhelmed or struggle
with reading the items.

Skills & Software listed
by category to make it
easy to understand.

Icons showing the software
I’m most experienced with

Bottom row before/after image
Top row
displaying displaying
2D software 3D software
Side nav.

Skills displayed as progress bars

Grid based skills with a before & after
image at the top

Icon Shape Variations
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Achievements Sections
Similar to the skills sections, I tried multiple approaches, this time around using
a vertical and horizontal approach, that would span the rows full width.
displ more information about a certain personal achieveUsing a tool-tip to display
ment was something that I considered in order to provide additional in-depth
info for my targeted audience who requires something like this, in order to asses
my skills. However this was dropped due to readability issues that would appear
due to being a lot of text in a relative thin area, making the tool-tips wider or
taller would create a “wall of text” that isn’t easy on the eyes, instead this
information was displayed in my downlodable resume
Header H3
Icons displaying my
achievements
Website logos that my work
has been featured on
Vertical Arrow
that goes to next section
Tooltips displayed
on mouse over

Vertical Rows Approach

Achievements
Icons

Header H3
Website logos that my work
has been featured on

Horizontal Approach
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SEO & Search Patterns
Part of understanding your users is to understand how they
might search and come across your landing pages or website.

Tone of voice, content complexity and user groups
based on the core keywords

Basic Search Query Structure Breakdown

Breaking down the main niches as a way to expand how technical the writing can be or if a professional tone of voice is
needed.

professional term used by people with experience and who know the difference between a
senior, mid-weight or junior role. This term is usually used by companies or recruiters who know
exactly what they are looking for

common search term that can be used
by anyone no matter their experience or
understanding of a speciﬁc role

Senior Web Designer Portfolio London
search term usually associated to clients who have a
deeper understanding of the design industry since
the word isn’t used too often outside a design related
niche, thus we can assume the keyword will be used
by existing designers or people who have worked
with designers before while regular people would
most likely replace this word with “work, projects,
freelancer”

location based search term that will
target a speciﬁc audience and it can be
used by users who have a general idea of
the web industry due to them searching
“web designer london” which implies
seeking a designer based in london for
the purpose of seeing their work.

Based on this we can relate to professionals, companies or recruiters will most
likely use the full keyword structure “senior web designer portfolio London”
while people with very little experience with working with designers will look up
“web designer London” or “web designer work” or “freelance web designer” or
“web designer work”. This helps better understand what type of users will arrive
on the landing page or website, based on what search term they will use.

Web Designer
& Graphic Designer

UX & UI Designer

People of all experience level will most
likely search for this term as a result of
it being quite common. Thus any type
of wording can be used, be it a warm or
professional tone of voice, with technical words being avoided as a way to
tailor to both experienced and less experience users without creating confusion.

Industry speciﬁc search term, that suggest the person has a solid experience
in that industry in other.

ArchViz & Architectural
Visualization
Technical keywords & niches that will
can contain either a warm or professional tone of voice.
Companies will most likely be the ones
looking for something like this since the
recruiting scene is really small, thus detailed information as well as technical
information is accepted.

In most cases the information will be
analyzed by a hiring manager, other
professional or a recruiter. Thus technical information is required as well as
well documented and visual work is required.
The wording must be professional and
might contain certain industry technical terms although the hiring manager
or recruiter will be the ﬁrst one who
will see the designer work, however
this will be assessed by a professional
with experience before any hiring is
done.

Identifying other keywords to
further extend the long tail
keywords
PDF
Core Keywords + CV
RESUME
This results in creating another set of keyword possibilities, this time aimed speciﬁcally at people who are looking to hire a designer, due to them using keywords like
“PDF, CV, Resume” in their search queries.
However due to this being a more speciﬁc
search, this results in a lower number of
searched per month then other keywords,
thus a link building strategy
would be better
st
rather then creating a speciﬁc landing page
just for this. If the number of monthly
searches is somehow close to the other
terms, then it could be also used in the page
title, thus generating trafﬁc to that page
since it’s a related to other search patterns.
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Platform selection & coding

Website Launch Weaknesses
- the most common complaint was regarding slow loading times,
however once the page was loaded people understood why it
took so long.

As a way to push the website live as fast as possible I went with Wordpress and Visual Composer,
writing over 1500 lines of css. I choose this setup
due to amount of plug-ins and ﬂexibility when it
comes to design, and knowing that I would want
a blog at some point as part of my seo strategy,
made it a plus

Initial website soft launch & feedback
Website launch strengths

- one person didn't understand what services I was offering
- only a few people were sharing the homepage.
- a lot harder to promote seo wise then expected due to the
hybrid one page approach, since the project pages could be
ranked for a certain keyword however some people might not
ﬁnd it relevant and thus affecting my SERP rating since Google
keeps track of the duration on a page.

3000
visitors

- since I’m a multidisciplinary designer when applying to jobs it involved, sending them my CV as well as projects from my portfolio
that will ﬁt that niche, thus resulting in a lot of links in that e-mail.

- the initial website generated 3000 visitors in a matter of a few days
- the website was doing so well that it got featured on two websites as
their pick of the week and was trending on dribbble on launch day
- the feedback was 98% positive, people from all targeted groups were
liking my website and work

Iterations
HABRAHABR.RU

- people enjoyed navigating the website, even saying that they never
seen something like this

- added the thank you signature, dribbble feed , changed color of
dribble feed, added a view blog button, tested different images
for the slider and tried different positions of these sections.

- the top projects from my portfolio section had the highest click
through rate, as it was desired
- people contacted me either to congratulate me or to offer optimization solutions or to help them out with their projects
- generated the highest number of linkedin views that I've had so far

- before the optimization I've tried different social buttons,
colors, and so on as part of a a/b research in the end seeing that
the impact was minimal

Trending on
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Tackling each issues at a time
In order to improve even further the overal user experience
and further make it user centered I had to ﬁx each issue.

1. Increase sharing
It came clear that in order to increase the number of shares, I had to
take a different approach due to being in the same niche as my users,
thus there was no reason to share my page, they would most likely
share theirs. Potential clients or people who weren’t related to the web
industry shared the page, this lead to launching the blog early and
pushing all the users to the blog once they reach the bottom of the
page. By doing this the number of shares increased dramatically, since
li
people were more likely
to share an article rather then a webpage.

2. Making it clear what services I was offering
Since a person didn’t have a clear idea of what services I was offering, this lead to listing my services in a horizontal one row grid
slider above the contact form as well as start thinking of incorporating landing pages that would be tailored to each niche.

3. Improving the SEO and relevancy
Since I’m a multidisciplinary designer, this meant that people
who were coming to the website would have to asses or guess
what piece of information was tailored to that speciﬁc job niche.
In some cases such as positions that require experience with
multiple niches or handling multiple niches at a time, this page

was perfect since it gave an overall feel of what I’m capable of. However for speciﬁc
job positions or clients who require a certain thing, it was really hard to them to see
how I can help them or which projects are tailored towards them thus having to go
through a lot of information and guess what would ﬁt them, that’s not what I wanted.
This lead to creating different landing pages, each one targeting the niche I was going
for while keeping the existing one for jobs that require a broader experience as well
as for people who are interested in more personal stuff about me. This approach
BASED LAYOUT
would also help with the SEO optimization, making it a lot easier to optimize due to
not requiring so many keywords to be present on the page.

GRID

4. Improving page load speed
As you probably know, page load speed is a critical factor in the user experience
thus I had to reduce the time needed to load the page, which would also help with
the SEO since it’s a ranking factor.

After doing multiple tweaks and optimization like compressing images, minifying code, solving conﬂicts, trying
lazy loading the images, I managed to improve the websites speed by almost 300% and shrink the ﬁle size to
under 6 mb from over 12mb.
Using a CDN ( content delivery network ) also helped
boost performance as well as upgrading my hosting account to handle all my trafﬁc spikes that were sometimes
making the server respond very slowly or crash. Thus my
initial website which was loading in 15 sec, managed to be
cut down at 5 sec or less, taking into consideration that
this is a image heavy site that loads all the info at once on
a single page, this was quite an achievement.
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Website structure modiﬁcations
Fixing the issues described on the previous pages, also involved
modifying the websites structure.
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Initial page structure of the main website

Incorporating landing pages into the website structure

Merging all pages on to a single HUB page

The initial page structure which was used during the initial soft launch.

this lead to having multiple entry points, however there was still the problem that
once someone comes to the main page they will be have to guess which projects ﬁt
that industry and which part of my experience would ﬁt them.

This lead to also having multiple entry points, however this time people who would
come to the main URL would have get a more tailored experience based on what
they were looking for. This also helped further improve the SEO due to Google liking
pages to be linked as well as having multiple pages that could be optimized for certain
keywords while also having the main website URL load extremely fast.
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Other UX tweaks.
During the development process some other tweaks were
made to improve the overall user experience.

1. Page Loading Indicator
As a way to give users a visual cue that something is happening until the
website is loaded. a loading bar was introduced that will help users understand that something it happening and they aren’t just staring at a
white page or the page isn’t loaded yet.

2. Scroll Animations & other UI Animations
Animations were used as a way to give the user a sense that there’s
more content they could interact with, thus encouraging them to interact with sliders and other elements.
As a way to encourage scrolling all text ﬁelds and images used basic
CSS animations, this way the user would continue to scroll too see what
it’s going on, thus reaching the end of the page, where call to actions
were used that will redirect them to the blog , ensuring a smooth experience.
Using this type of animation helps user focus on reading the page text
due to the rest of the text being revealed only when that piece of content comes close to the middle of the screen.
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